Geographic data themes modelled as planar partitions are found in many GIS applications (e.g. topographic data, land cover, zoning plans, etc.). When generalizing this kind of 2D map, this specific nature has to be respected and generalization operations should be carefully designed. This paper presents a design and implementation of an algorithm to perform a split operation of faces (polygonal areas).
Introduction
A vario-scale structure is an integrated representation of geographic information over a range of scales, having the key property that a small change in the scale (dimension) leads to a small change in representation of geographic features that are represented on the map. From this structure, continuous generalizations of real-world features can be derived, which can be used for presenting a smooth zoom action to the user. To obtain a vario-scale map, an area-partitioning hierarchy is created starting from the most detailed topological base representation and applying generalization operators such as simplification, selection and elimination (Van Oosterom 2005) . The result is stored in a tree structure of polygons (generalized area partitioning (GAP)-tree) and can be used afterwards efficiently to select a representation at a specific map scale. To enhance the cartographic quality of the maps that can be obtained from the tree structure, the 'split operator' was proposed (Ai and Van Oosterom 2002) . Instead of assigning the area of the least important object completely to one of the neighbours, resulting in a binary tree structure, the area is more or less fairly distributed among the neighbours based on compatibility. The resulting hierarchical structure is no longer a binary tree, but a directed acyclic graph (DAG) as one object is split over multiple neighbours (and has multiple parents in the structure). However, this potentially led to the problem of important feature(s) such as roads being split and lost. Further, only limited qualitative and quantitative assessments were presented.
In context of the GAP-tree generalization, the problem of well-represented infrastructure objects, such as roads, rivers, canals and railroads (often represented as elongated areas), at the smaller scale ranges of the vario-scale structure was not well solved (Van Putten and Van Oosterom 1998) . The purpose of the presented research (algorithm) is to produce better-quality vario-scale maps. One of the identified main problems with the vario-scale approach is the handling of linear infrastructure features, such as roads, waterways, etc. The proposed algorithm can be used to compute this linear representation and at the same time split the old area and assign this in a 'fair' manner to the neighbouring area features. The requirement that the result should fit in the topological data structure is inherent in the design of the algorithm (see Figure 1) .
However, in certain weighted split situations, some neighbours should take no share of the subdivided feature due to extremely incompatibility. Besides the design and implementation of the algorithm, a measure of a balanced weighted split is proposed. The algorithm is demonstrated to function in all conceivable situations. The quality of the results of our algorithm is evaluated based on the criterion of the balanced weighted split, that is, how close does our algorithm approach the balanced split, whereby each neighbour gets a share of the splittee exactly proportional to its weight. Further, the effect of the new weighted split algorithm is assessed by comparing the obtained results with similar results obtained by the approach for creating a vario-scale map. In the research described in this paper, the algorithm is applied to all features (as ultimate stress test). In future work, this could be limited to a specific type of features (e.g. based on classification) or features with specific shape (e.g. by looking at area vs perimeter). For other features, the standard merge operator can be used.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. After an overview of related work in Section 2, the algorithm and the metric used to assess the results are explained in Section 3. Section 4 explains the weighted split. Section 5 shows and discusses the results we obtained with SPLITAREA. Section 6 concludes the paper and gives some suggestions for future work.
Related work
In the past, different methods have been proposed for reducing the dimensionality of polygonal features in maps, thus 'collapsing' the polygonal representation to one that is based on lines and obtaining the skeleton 1 of a shape.
Probably the best known method in this respect is the medial axis transform, first described by Blum (1967) . Approximations of this skeleton are often computed for shape recognition in a raster environment, for example, Attali et al. (1995) and Bai and Latecki (2007) . Another example, more related to maps and vector representations, is found in Jones et al. (1995) , where a triangulation is used to perform map generalization. Their collapse operation is 'used to reduce the dimensionality of an areal object either to a line or to a point'. Information is only provided on how to obtain a thinned representation with the triangulation, but not how to adapt the neighbouring objects to this new representation (nor is there any discussion of the splitting of objects with different weights for attractiveness). Uitermark et al. (1999) used a similar application of a triangulation. Their method describes the use of a constrained Delaunay triangulation (CDT) to obtain the centre lines of a road network, where the road area is described with polygons. Triangles in the CDT can be classified by determining the number of constrained edges in the boundary of a triangle. Based on this classification, the centre lines of the road network can be found. Despite being a little different from our problem (splitting of objects), the classification of the triangles used is applicable.
Also, Regnauld and Mackaness (2006) use this classification of triangles to calculate the centre lines of a river network. For more details, see Section 3.3.3. Although not explicitly stated, it is also this way of obtaining the skeleton that is used by Bader and Weibel (1997) to split a polygon between its neighbours. Bader and Weibel mention that the skeleton obtained is not necessarily connected to the rest of the line work describing the boundaries. The approach described certainly looks promising but did not address how to deal with different weights, or how to block a neighbour from getting a share of the area to be split.
McAllister and Snoeyink (2000) take another approach for obtaining the centre lines of a river network. The network in their approach is represented as polygonal lines that are tagged as either left or right banks (describing a polygonal area). They use a robust implementation of the Voronoi diagram and a topological data structure (the quad-edge data structure) to obtain an approximation of the medial axis of the river network to perform analysis. They observe that their implementation cannot deal with cycles (holes, which are islands in the river) in the obtained approximation, because that was not needed in their application. We want to have a more generic solution which is also able to deal with area features with holes. In addition, weights are not considered as the centre line is what they want to calculate. Gold and Snoeyink (2001) describe another method based on the Voronoi diagram (dual to the Delaunay triangulation) that can at the same time find the crust (boundary) and the skeleton of a polygonal shape only described by a sufficiently dense sample of points. Although we could add additional vertices to the input, the skeleton obtained might contain a lot of branches and will not be connected to the boundary of the neighbouring polygons of the polygon to be split. It is also unclear how a weighted skeleton should be obtained by this method. Ai and Van Oosterom (2002) discuss the use of skeletonization for splitting in the context of a hierarchical structure (the GAP-tree, which was not based on topological primitives but on geometry). Although they mention the usefulness of weights for splitting polygon objects over different neighbours with different classifications, no special cases are mentioned for dealing with neighbours which are incompatible and should not get a share at all. Also, only some cartographic examples of the results were given, but no formal assessment of the quality of these results took place. Furthermore, their implementation is not described in detail. Haunert and Sester (2008) have used the straight skeleton for obtaining centre lines for a road network. They also describe the possibility of using this type of skeleton as a (partial) collapse operator. Although their work mentions that it is possible to create a weighted version of the straight skeleton, they do not mention unmovable boundaries, which are important in our setting.
Similarly, Szombara (2013) proposes a method using the medial axis transform that indicates which parts of an area should be collapsed and which parts of a shape should be enlarged to be visible on a smaller scale map. However, as the medial axis transform (obtained by computing the Voronoi diagram of the boundary segments) is used, the skeletal representation obtained lies exactly in the centre of the area.
The SPLITAREA algorithm: an explanation
This section gives an overview of the SPLITAREA algorithm. The purpose of the algorithm is to split a face of a planar partition among its neighbouring faces. We first discuss the requirements for the algorithm, followed by a discussion on how to judge whether a split is performed in a fair way. Then we discuss the steps of the algorithm in detail and show that we can also handle holes in the face to be split. Figure 2 illustrates the set of requirements we formulated that should be present in such a splitting operation, taking into account the topological data structure:
Requirements
(1) Assign larger pieces of the area object to be split to more compatible neighbours and smaller pieces to less compatible ones. (2) Prevent certain merges, that is, completely disallow merges between faces having extreme incompatible feature classes. A special variant of this requirement is that the extent of our geographic domain covered by the data set should not be changed, which means that the objects should not be merged to the universe (everything outside the domain covered by the planar partition of the data set). (3) The resulting line work should fit in and connect to the rest of the planar partition. (4) Deal with holes (filled by one or more island faces that can also get a share of the face to be split).
(5) The method should work on vector data stored in a topological data structure (such as the well-known node-arc-face data structure, cf. Worboys and Duckham (2004) ) and generate the topological references (e.g. incidence relations between edges and faces) for the edges being output.
Judging the balance of a split
Intuitively, semantic similarity of features should determine the outcome of generalizing area objects. A lot of research has been devoted to determine when objects are compatible so they can be aggregated (e.g. Van Smaalen 2003 , Vermeij et al. 2003 , Yaolin et al. 2003 , Schwering 2008 , Haunert and Wolff 2010 , Yang et al. 2013 . In the original GAP-tree (Van Oosterom 1993) , the compatibility between a specific face and one of its neighbours, neighbour i (at instance level), is defined with three terms to determine with which neighbour a face should be merged:
(1) Type compatibility ('compatibility' in Equation 1). This takes into account the semantic distance between the feature class of the neighbour and the splittee. For example, urban fabric can be considered more compatible with industrial area than with grassland. Objects having similar feature classes are thus considered more compatible. This is encoded by a value between 0 and 1, where 0 means not compatible at all and 1 means totally compatible. The compatibility values can be stored in a square matrix for all feature classes, which is termed the compatibility matrix. given a higher weight, which means they are less considered for being generalized, compared to equal-sized features having a lower weight.
Now that we want to split faces, we can use the same terms for defining how we want to fairly split a face over its neighbours. Equation 1 contains these terms for an attraction value for neighbour i of the splittee s:
The more attractive a neighbour is, the larger share it should receive from the split area. The attractiveness measure tries to influence the position of the newly generated skeleton segments. This way, the attractiveness values are used at processing time to make sure the split is performed as balanced as possible. Figure 2(a) illustrates that the neighbours that have an attraction value of 2 get a bigger share than the neighbours that have an attraction value of 1.
After splitting the face, the initial attraction values can also be used to evaluate the result of the split algorithm. Equation 2 shows that we expect a neighbour i to get a share of the splittee s, which is in accordance with the sum of all attraction values of the n neighbours around the splittee. In case of Figure 2 
The share that a neighbour i actually obtains is easily measured by subtracting the size of the neighbour before the split from the size of the neighbour after the split (Equation 3).
We now can obtain the absolute difference of the share that one neighbour should obtain in theory and the share that it gets assigned by SPLITAREA (Equation 4 ). This difference is the error that is made in appointing a share to one of the neighbours.
Equation 5 shows that summing all error values of the neighbours involved in the split operation, normalized against the size of the splittee s, leads to a value that expresses the total error made with subdividing the feature. 
Because for each error the value is recorded twice (what one neighbour gets too much is automatically not only appointed to any of the others but also counted), the total error value is divided by two, resulting in an error value between 0 and 100%.
Although the attraction values are an attempt to more formally express what a balanced split is, we do not take into account some aspects of the resulting geometry (e.g. roughness of remaining line work or number of vertices in the newly created boundaries). Such 'quality indicators' are out of scope for the work performed here but could be considered later in a similar manner.
Explanation of the algorithm
The algorithm uses a CDT to find a skeleton inside the face to split, prunes parts of this skeleton and connects the obtained line work to the rest of the planar partition. The following definitions will be used (illustrated in Figure 3 ):
Face: A polygonal object, possibly with holes, representing one object of the planar partition. In the topological structure, the geometry of a face is not explicitly represented as a polygon, but its geometry has to be obtained from the set of edges (straight-line boundaries) related to it. Topological chain: An edge of the planar partition. Every topological chain lies exactly between a left and a right face. Topological chains in the structure are modelled as polylines, having a start node and an end node reference, as well as two face references (one for the left neighbouring face and one for the right). Splittee: The face F for which the area has to be split over the neighbouring faces, cf.
Figure 3(a). Perimeter chain: A topological chain having the face F as its left or right face. External chain: A topological chain that touches at least one perimeter chain of the face F. An external chain is not part of the boundary of the splittee F. Skeleton edge: The skeleton is the collection of line work that is created inside the splittee. The skeleton consists of a set of edges (line segments having two points).
The new boundaries for the neighbours of the splittee will be formed by the set of skeleton edges and the connections to the external chains (see Figure 3 (c)).
The input of the SPLITAREA algorithm is:
• The id of the face F -the splittee • The set perimeter chains of the face F • The set of external chains of the boundary of face F • In case of weighted split, compatibility and class weights (Equation 1) The output of the algorithm consists of a set of new topological chains representing the new boundaries of the splittee's neighbouring faces: some of these topological chains can be completely new, others are an extended version of the external chains. Both the input and output topological chains contain their left and right references; as we will see in Section 4, the input chains may have also a weight value attached to them.
The algorithm performs the following steps (Sections 3.3.1-3.3.6):
(1) Triangulation (2) Selection of internal triangles (3) Creation of the skeleton (4) Creating connectors (5) Edge labelling and skeleton pruning (6) Obtaining the final boundaries After these steps are described, we give an overview of how to handle holes in the splittee in Section 3.4. Our algorithm solves a new problem (weighted split and unmovable boundaries within a planar partition) of which the skeleton built by Delaunay triangulation is a special case (equal weights and no unmovable boundaries).
Triangulation
The first step of the algorithm is to build a CDT of the perimeter chains of the splittee.
A constrained triangulation is a triangulation of a set of points that has to include a given set of segments between these points. As constrained edges are not necessarily Delaunay edges, a CDT tries to fulfil the empty circumcircle property as much as possible, but for a triangle with a constrained edge, the empty circle criterion is weakened (see Shewchuk 2008 and Shewchuk and Brown 2015 for more details on how to construct a CDT). Note that the set of constrained triangulation edges is the boundary of the splittee.
Selection of internal triangles
The triangulator produces a mesh of triangles both in the interior and exterior of the splittee, bounded by a triangle with points at infinity (Liu and Snoeyink 2008) . To select only the interior triangles, the algorithm performs a walk on the triangles (see Figure 4 ).
The walk starts from one of the triangles having one vertex at infinity. While walking from one triangle to an adjacent one, the triangulation edge that the two triangles have in common is crossed: if this edge is a constrained edge, then we know that we are on the interior of the splittee. Once inside, we can flag the triangles we are looking for as internal -by avoiding crossing a constrained edge again, the walk stays inside.
Creation of the skeleton
The creation of the skeleton edges is performed individually for each triangle, following the technique described in Uitermark et al. (1999) . Uitermark et al. also use a CDT algorithm in which they input a graph G = (V, E), where V is a set of vertices, the end points of the input edges, and E is this set of edges which they termed G-edges (constrained triangulation edges). Looking at the resulting CDT, two kinds of edges can be distinguished: G-edges, edges that were already present in the input graph, and D-edges, created by the CDT algorithm. Triangles in the CDT can now be classified by determining the number of G-edges in the boundary of a triangle. In this way, four types of triangles can be distinguished: 0-triangles, 1-triangles, 2-triangles and 3-triangles, where the number is the number of G-edges (i.e. edges also present in the input). A skeleton of the triangulated object can be found by forming new line segments based on connecting the geometric midpoint of the D-edges for the triangles (see 
Creating connectors
To complete the construction of the skeleton, we need to assure that it is connected with the existing line work outside the boundary of the splittee, that is, it has to be connected with the external chains, see Figure 6 (b).
Every external chain touches the splittee in one or two nodes: if such a node is not already connected to the skeleton, then a special skeleton edge is drawn from this node to the rest of the skeleton. These special edges are called connectors and are generated according to the scheme shown in Figure 7 (a). Figure 7 (b) shows that by generating the connectors only going outward of a node when going counterclockwise around a triangle, we can guarantee that this operation is local (so no need to look at neighbouring triangles when generating skeleton edges and connectors) and that duplicate connectors in neighbouring triangles are prevented. Another advantage of creating connectors this way is that no intersections between connectors will be generated (similar to Kieler et al. 2009 ).
Depending on the triangulation, there can be many unconstrained triangulation edges between the skeleton and the node of an incident external chain: in such a case, the connector to be used has to be chosen. In our implementation, we decided to choose the connector for which the angle is the most collinear with the direction of the external chain, but other choices could be preferred (e.g. the longest or the shortest one).
Edge labelling and skeleton pruning
The next step of the algorithm is to propagate the left and right face reference values from the external chains to the skeleton edges. For this purpose, a graph is built in to guarantee a connection between the existing external chains (those need to be preserved) and the skeleton. Note that a connector has to be chosen for the node touching the external chain at the top right.
which all skeleton edges, chosen connectors and external chains are represented. This graph can be represented by a winged-edge structure (Baumgart 1975) .
The winged-edge structure is one of the most well-known data structures for storing topology and is characterized by having references at the begin node and the end node of each edge to first connected edge on both left and right sides. These edge-to-edge references can be deduced from the angle that segments have around a node and are very useful for efficient traversal and modification of the structure. The labelling starts at one side of an external chain, propagating the correct neighbour reference value onto all skeleton edges, until another external chain is encountered (for correct traversal, the edge-to-edge references are used). Then, the neighbour reference is switched, propagating the other reference from the external chain, and the labelling continues, until the external chain where the labelling started is encountered. An illustration of this labelling procedure is found in Figure 8 .
At the end of the labelling, some of the skeleton edges can have the same neighbour reference on both their sides. This means that in the planar partition, these parts will be completely enclosed by one neighbouring face, therefore these edges are removed. Removal of these edges can be seen as pruning branches in the graph. The wingededge structure makes it easy to delete those edges from the graph, while keeping the connectivity between the remaining edges in the graph. The removal of the branches leads to some artefacts (spikes, where the skeleton makes a sharp turn). To compensate for that, some shortcut edges are introduced, replacing the two skeleton edges that make the sharp turn and are incident with the branch removed (see Figure 8(c) ). The edges that are removed only belong to type-0 triangles, thereafter the shortcut edges that replace them do not affect the topology, as they are inside triangles that already belong to the original area.
3.3.6. Obtaining the final boundaries As a final step, the new topological chains for use in the area partitioning are obtained. All skeleton edges and external chains that have the same neighbour reference values are merged into one topological chain. When this process has finished, all the perimeter edges of the splittee can be removed from the structure, the new boundaries have been completely built and will fit in with the remaining part of the line work of the planar partition, and the area of the splittee F has been subdivided over its neighbouring faces (cf. Figure 9 ).
Handling holes in the splittee
One of our requirements was that the algorithm also should handle holes (i.e. island faces within the outer boundary of the splittee). In an area partition, a hole in an area feature contains another feature. When the surrounding feature is being processed by the split operation, the hole feature should be kept and even enlarged to get a fair share of the surrounding area.
Irrespective of whether the input contains holes, all segment geometry for the skeleton is obtained correctly by our approach from the classification of triangles (as described in Section 3.3.3 and illustrated in Figure 7) . However, the generation of topological references needs attention when the input face contains a specific type of islands in its interior. For such islands, we term them 'lonely' islands here; one face is completely contained in a hole of the splittee. Figure 10 shows three of such lonely island faces: faces B, C and D. As shown, the resulting skeleton for the splittee, face A, will not be a tree structure but will result in a graph having cycles (one cycle per island). This has consequences for the labelling step described, as not all edges in this graph can be labelled on both sides -the inside of the cycles cannot be reached automatically. No external edges will be present at the interior side of the cycle of a lonely island. This is only the case for lonely islands but not for holes containing more than one island face. In the example, the cycles for faces E and F will be automatically labelled from the boundary edge between the two (as this edge will be inserted as an external edge in the skeleton graph).
To solve the labelling problem, one node from a ring around a lonely island will be attributed with the face identifier that lies inside the ring. Subsequently, generated skeleton segments incident at those nodes will be marked as being a seeding segment and as such will be treated as external segments from which the label propagation can take off. Note that only one face pointer will be set on both sides of these external segments so that at the end of the labelling step they will be removed (see face B in the example). Another typical case that happens in real-world data sets is that islands can be tangent at a point (e.g. bow-tie shape). In this case, this tangent point will be chosen as the node from which to generate the face pointers for the cycles. In this particular case, care has to be taken when propagating the adjacent face information to the incident seeding segments. This can be solved by taking into account how the original faces are incident to the node, thus looking at which face is incident to which sector around the node. Note that more than two faces can be tangent in one point. Based on the angle of the new segment and this sector information, we determine which face pointers have to be propagated onto the newly created segment. Two different face pointers will be set on the two sides of the external segment (see faces C and D in the example, one side of the segment will be labelled with C, the other side with D).
A weighted split
In Ai and Van Oosterom (2002) , it was mentioned that setting weights could help to get a more balanced split, for example, objects having a similar feature class can get a larger share of the splittee than less compatible features. With the normal approach, the vertices of the skeleton edges to be created are normally positioned exactly at the middle of an unconstrained edge. This changes with the weighted approach.
Introducing weights
To obtain a weighted solution, weight values are given as input together with the perimeter chains. For each vertex that is part of the triangulation, at least one weight value will be present. The vertices of the skeleton edges can be slid along the unconstrained edges of the triangulation, respecting the weights. Figure 11 illustrates this. The weights make it possible to move the vertices of the skeleton edges further away from one perimeter chain (and closer to the opposite one).
The weights are determined by the compatibilities of the neighbours (see Equation  1 ). If the compatibility of a neighbour and the splittee is high, then the neighbouring face should get a large share of the face to be split. In this case, a higher weight is set on a perimeter chain compared to when the neighbour is less compatible with the splittee. A higher weight 'pushes' the newly created skeleton edge further away from the original perimeter chain, obtaining a larger share.
In the case that a vertex in the triangulation also is a topological node (an external chain touches the boundary of the splittee at this vertex), more than one weight will be associated with a vertex. Different choices can now be made on how to handle this multiplicity of weight values (we take the average, but also the minimum or maximum of the weight values could be chosen).
Handling zero weights
Putting weights on the perimeter chains in the input gives more flexibility on how to subdivide the area of the face to be split. To prevent one of the neighbours from getting a share at all, zero weights are introduced. This is useful in two cases: (1) prevent a neighbour that is highly incompatible with respect to the feature class of the splittee from getting a share and (2) when the feature to be split is at the border of the domainwe can then fix the border at its position (see Figure 12 ). Zero weights are in accordance with how weights are set up in the area-partitioning/topological structure. If two faces have two incompatible feature classes, a value of zero will be given in the compatibility matrix. Therefore, the resulting weight set on the boundary between two such faces will also be zero (ngb compatibility = 0). When allowing zero weights as input, care has to be taken while generating the skeleton edges based on the classification of the internal triangles. The basic classification (0-to 3-triangle) has to be extended to deal with one, two or three vertices having a zero weight. Figure 13 shows all possible situations that can occur with zero-weight vertices and Figure 14 (b) shows some of these classified triangles in a real-world example. There are five cases that need some attention:
(1) Sometimes no skeleton edge has to be generated. This is the case with triangles with two vertices being on a constrained edge and the third vertex being a zeroweight vertex ( Figure 13 , triangle type-1-1-vertex-top, i.e. the topmost triangle of the three triangles in the cell belonging to triangle type-1 -row 2, column 1 in the figure -having one zero-weight vertex). See also Figure 14 (b), triangle labelled with 't-1-1-v-top'. (2) When two zero-weight vertices are opposite each other on an unconstrained triangulation edge, a skeleton vertex is generated at the middle of this edge, similar to when two weights are equal and non-zero (e.g. triangles type-1-3-vertex, type-2-2-vertex-bottom-left). (3) As mentioned before, vertices in the triangulation have more than one weight associated if an external chain is incident (i.e. nodes in the planar partition topology). If one of these weights is zero, this zero weight has to be set as the weight of this vertex. This ensures that the vertices of the original perimeter chain are not moved. (4) Introduction of zero-weight vertices can lead to cycles in the skeleton edge graph (see Figure 14 (a) for an illustration). Therefore, in the labelling step, when left and right references are set, an extra check has to be performed. If after labelling, skeleton edges are encountered that are only labelled on one side and which were not entered in the triangulation as an edge with zero weight, these edges can act as a seeding edge from which the label can be propagated to the other side (the side of the edges that are interior to the cycle). This label propagation continues visiting all cycle edges until all these edges have been labelled on both sides. Note that edges that have the same label on both sides will be removed from the skeleton graph (just as in the unweighted case).
Results and discussion
To test the behaviour of SPLITAREA, we implemented 2 the algorithm in the context of the topological data structure using the Python programming language, while the data were stored in a PostgreSQL 9.2 database extended with PostGIS 2.0. The tests were run on our research server (an SUN V40z server running Solaris 10, 64-bit) equipped with 4 AMD Figure 13 . Triangles with zero-weight vertices. Unmovable vertices, having a weight = 0, are coloured grey. Skeleton segments that will be created are in black, skeleton segments that will not be created are visualized with grey (e.g. triangle type-0-2-vertices).
CPUs clocked at 2.2 GHz and 8 GB of main memory. The algorithm was tested with two land-cover data sets. Table 1 shows some characteristics for both data sets and Figure 15 gives a graphical impression. As ultimate test, all polygons were split instead of merged to maximally test our algorithm with all kind of real-world data and a range of different polygon shapes. This is more an algorithm test and not an action to optimize cartographic quality of the generalized result (as then a choice between when it is best to merge and split should be made). It clearly shows where the designed method shines: It Figure 14 . Fixed perimeter chains (i.e. zero-weight vertices) bring some special implications. This is illustrated with two cases. (a) Zero-weight edges can lead to cycles (corresponding to neighbour y, with fixed boundary) in the skeleton graph. The labelling step thus should be modified such that neighbour x gets the complete area of the splittee. (b) Also with zero-weight vertices, triangles are processed locally (independent of all other triangles). However, more possibilities have to be taken into account (cf. Figure 13 ). Note that triangles that have a zero-weight vertex have their constraints visualized in black and are labelled with their position in Figure 13 . can handle fixed boundaries and create in a robust manner connectors to neighbouring areas (making it possible to create a new clean planar partition after the weighted split). Section 1 mentioned that constructing data for the GAP data structure is an offline process, preparing the data for online use, for example, in a web environment. In every iteration of this batch process, the least important face is replaced by the result of a generalization operator (either a merge or, now with the availability of SPLITAREA, a split operation). At the end of every iteration, the obtained topological chains are put back into the planar area partitioning. From the topological chains, the polygon geometry is obtained to calculate the new area size of the neighbouring faces. In our experiment, no failures were found in reconstructing the geometry -this is an indication that all topological references were correctly set by our implementation of SPLITAREA.
Evaluating splits and improving balance
We first ran SPLITAREA in unweighted mode on the German land-cover data set. In this case, the attraction values are only determined by the boundary length between the splittee and its neighbours (cf. Equation 1, for which in this case, compatibility values and weights were set to 1, thus effectively only taking the length into account). For each split, the error per neighbour was recorded, according to the methodology described in Section 3.2 and post-processed into the total error value per split. Figure 16 shows a histogram and the spatial distribution of the total errors being made for all splits while building the hierarchical area-partitioning structure for this data set.
The errors stored per split allowed us to investigate which input was the basis for the splits with the highest error. We were most interested in what causes the errors in the tail of the histogram. The larger circles on the map in Figure 16(b) show those errors. It appeared that three types of input resulted in large differences between what we set as balanced target and what the algorithm obtained:
(1) The splittee is completely surrounded at one side by another face, which therefore devours the splittee and leaves no part for the other neighbour at all (e.g. Figure 17 (a)). (2) A splittee having unevenly distributed vertices in its boundary, preventing one of the neighbours from getting a balanced share (thin and long triangles will appear at one side, preventing a face at this side to get a fair amount of the triangles on the interior of the splittee). See Figure 17 (c) for an example. (3) Faces at the border of the domain will give a share to the universe (i.e. we put zero for the expected share of the universe, but it will still get a piece).
To improve on the first two cases, we came up with the following strategy: first, delete the vertices that are unevenly distributed by simplifying the boundaries using a small tolerance value, and second, densify the boundaries, by placing new vertices regularly into the simplified boundaries. For simplification, we used an approach that does not introduce any topological errors, based on Kulik et al. (2005) , and as a tolerance value we used twice the smallest segment length that is present in all the boundary edges of the splittee. (d) shows the result of two splits that clearly benefit from the strategy of simplifying and densifying. Overall, the total amount of error did decrease and it is evident that some of the larger errors did go away. However, the errors at the boundary of the domain can only be solved by fixing the borders of the splittee that are incident to the universe. Thus, to prevent the universe face from 'eating' objects, we placed zero weights on the edges incident to the universe. The result of this run is shown in the histogram in Figure 18 , which is clearly the best result we obtained so far.
The problem of the algorithm not being able to get an even more balanced split (an 'error-free' result would result in a histogram with only one bar adjacent to the y-axis) is to be found in the limits imposed by the triangulation. Using a triangulation has advantages: it brings good control over maintaining correct topology, enables relatively easy computation of an 'approximate' skeleton and good and robust (triangulation) implementations 3 are freely available. However, the densification step that was
shown to be necessary also shows that our solution space for finding the balanced split is limited by the way the triangles are placed based on the spatial configuration of the input or the spatial structure of the configuration as a whole. Smogavec and Žalik (2012) show that by inserting a number of Steiner points into the triangulation, the skeleton approximates more closely the medial axis. Their technique could improve the spatial configuration of the triangulation, which would allow us to get a better balanced split. Another option is to switch to a different technique to obtain the segments of the skeleton. We considered using cartogram techniques (Dougenik et al. 1985) to obtain areas which result in areas sized exactly as specified. This has a difficulty that the connection to external chains is not guaranteed to be maintained automatically, and this is one of our hard requirements. We therefore investigated the use of the straight skeleton (Haunert and Sester 2008) . Figure 19 illustrates that the straight skeleton algorithm produces a skeleton structure that touches every vertex on the boundary of the splittee (so connection between external chains is guaranteed; however, there is no possibility to choose connectors as with SPLITAREA). To fit the straight skeleton algorithm in our process flow (cf. Section 3), we replaced steps 1-4 with the straight skeleton algorithm 4 . After producing the skeleton segments, we construct a graph with skeleton segments and external chains and after labelling sides of the edges of this graph, we prune branches having the same label on both sides. Note that there is no robust straight skeleton implementation available that can generate arbitrarily weighted skeletons, although in theory this has been described (Biedl et al. 2015) .
Using the same German land-cover data set as before, we ran both SPLITAREA as well as the straight skeleton algorithm. Again, no weights were used, and in both cases, the original boundaries were used as input (no simplification/densification was applied). During the process, we captured the errors made in division of the area of the splittee. Our results showed that the straight skeleton achieved somewhat fairer splits compared to SPLITAREA. We found that the average error made in appointing shares for the splittee is 2.7% when using the straight skeleton and 4.7% using the SPLITAREA method. Furthermore, Figure 20 illustrates the visual differences after splitting 480 area objects. From these images, it is clear that the straight skeleton produced somewhat smoother boundaries, but the overall shape of the areas is alike. This experiment showed that an alternative skeletonization technique can also fit with the algorithm as sketched in Section 3. Although the errors introduced are slightly smaller for the straight skeleton, engineering a robust, weighted straight skeleton implementation that can also deal with holes in the input polygons is not straightforward, as many degeneracies can occur (Kelly 2013) . 
Effects for the topological vario-scale data structure
As the split area operation is new in the context of a hierarchical data structure (tGAP), it is important to assess the impact, both with respect to quantitative aspects (number of primitives) and visual impact. To compare the number of topological chains and faces that are the result of SPLITAREA with the number of primitives stored in the classic tGAP structure, we ran another experiment. In the classic tGAP structure, only a merge operation was available and duplicate edge rows are avoided as much as possible, cf. Meijers et al. (2009) . For both test data sets, a classic tGAP structure was built, as well as a structure in which we applied SPLITAREA as the only generalization operation (without weights set on the input perimeter chains). Furthermore, we input for the compatibility values a matrix filled only with ones, which means that the merging and splitting operations are purely driven by geometric criteria (area and boundary length), but thematic attributes (i.e. looking at compatibility of feature classes) are not taken into account. Table 2 shows the resulting number of topological chains (edges) and faces that are stored in the tGAP structure, depending on which generalization operation is applied. As our tGAP data structure is intended for a client-server setting with in-between (Internet) connections, it is important to return a proper number of edges and faces per generated map as well as a not-too-large number of vertices (for the edges), as more data means more communication time and possibly slower applications. The second row in Table 2 shows the result of applying only the merge operation, while the third row shows the results of applying SPLITAREA. In the case of applying a merge operation, a new face (having a new identifier) was introduced for the face that replaces the two old faces being merged. Therefore, the number of face rows is exactly 2× the original number of faces −1. When applying only the split operation, we also get one face less per operation, so we can conclude that the total number of faces could be equivalent to the number of faces as a result when merging. However, the difference of the number of split and of merged faces is because faces played a role in the split operation of one of their neighbours (not because they were split themselves) and were stored in the tGAP structure.
When looking at the number of edges, new edge records are only stored when these edges are merged; for more details, see Meijers et al. (2009) . In case of applying SPLITAREA, the lengthened external chains, together with new edge geometries as result from the split, are stored in the tGAP structure. All in all, the number of primitives to be stored will be higher with SPLITAREA than when applying a merge operation, mainly because new boundary geometry is generated. Figure 21 shows two map series as result of applying the two generalization operations. Although the differences between the two map series are subtle, they give an impression of what can be accomplished with both operations (without tweaking compatibility values at all). Merging leaves original boundaries of objects untouched, while SPLITAREA introduces new geometries. Because of this, the merge result seems to be a more 'all-or-nothing approach', especially when compared to the split operation (see urban areas in the Northwest part of the maps). However, in this experiment, the merge operation is hindered by the fact that the compatibility values were not tweaked much (and only were based on geometric criteria). Therefore, in some cases, land features and water features are merged inappropriately. Therefore, when making the generalization process more optimal, it should be considered to (1) tweak the compatibility matrix (see for some investigation on how to obtain proper values), (2) investigate how to determine when to apply the split and when the merge operation (i.e. take more thematic attributes of the polygons into account) and (3) represent linear features explicitly in the structure (then linear networks, as often found in European topographic data, can play a role in generalizing the area partition as input for the tGAP structure).
Conclusion and future work
The algorithm presented, SPLITAREA, is a useful tool to perform a split operation between neighbouring faces or to obtain a thinned representation of a face. It was shown that the algorithm can be modified to handle weighted and unmovable topological chains as input, making a weighted split possible. Based on the weights, the attractiveness of individual faces can be steered and measured (an a priori goal can be set how to fairly divide a face). As a tool to use in the context of the tGAP data structure, SPLITAREA opens new possibilities for fine-tuning the generalization process: it is now possible to choose when to split (e.g. in case of linear road or water area features) or merge (other features).
We have not yet implemented this choice of which operation to apply based on classification and thematic attribute knowledge in our generalization process, as it is known that orchestration of generalization operations is an important but not an easy task (Brassel and Weibel 1988 , McMaster and Shea 1992 , Stoter et al. 2013 . For this purpose, both shape measures (e.g. perimeter vs area, or more advanced ones that determine vertex densities in the outline of the shapes) and feature classification (additional knowledge) can be used. One idea we have for further tuning the algorithm itself is as follows. Section 4 introduced the weighted split algorithm: the principle behind this weighted split is that the location of the 'skeleton' should be pushed away for neighbours that should get more area (compatible or attractive neighbours) and pulled closer for neighbours that should get less area (incompatible or non-attractive neighbours). This works well for situations where neighbours are on opposite sides of the object. However, for making the 'skeleton' fit into the existing configuration, we needed to create connectors to external chains using existing unconstrained triangulation edges of which there is always at least one such edge, but there may be more. The choice of which connector to use does influence the quality of the weighted split when assigning fair area shares to the two objects left and right from the external chain. In our current implementation, we do not take into consideration the relative attractiveness of the two adjacent neighbours (at both sides of the external chain). Of course we have limited choices in the triangulation, but a fairer split would be to have a connector which is closest to the ratio of the weights (α 1 :α 2 = weight 1 :weight 2 ), where α 1 and α 2 are the angles (shares) of the 'pie' assigned to the two neighbours implied by the connector (Figure 22 presents an illustration). In addition, we could also consider adding a new connector edge at exactly the right angle (and not reusing an existing unconstrained triangulation edge). In this case, we have to be very careful not to introduce topology errors.
Another idea is to improve our metric, which is mostly based on the shares of the area size and does not include how the shape of the neighbouring boundaries changes. To obtain a good generalization, other shape aspects are also relevant, for example, the smoothness of the resulting line work, see straight skeleton experiment, or vertex density in the resulting line work, which could be changed by applying line simplification as post-processing step. These extra shape criteria somehow need to find their way into the defined metric. This formalization (development of quality measures) could also take place for other generalization operators. Perhaps these metrics may even become more formal data product specifications in general (and then are less related to the generalization process). Such quantifiable measures subsequently may be used in data product specifications (most likely with scale dependent values).
Furthermore, the algorithm brings other research questions. First, an unsolved question is how linear features can be represented as such in the tGAP structure, seeing the split operation now as a collapse operation (generating a linear representation for what first was modelled as an area feature) and then maintaining these edges as features (thus taking care of linear network connectivity, while surrounding area features are merged).
Secondly, SPLITAREA could probably be applied to parts of long and narrow polygons belonging to natural land-cover classes. Then it is necessary to define what these parts of the whole are. First computing the skeleton and then defining the width of the original polygon could probably help here for partly collapsing features. Morphological operators such as opening and closing could be helpful as well to identify those thin parts of the area features. Thirdly, for the more extreme generalizations, our approach leads to too many vertices still being kept. An idea under study is that the triangulation Figure 22 . Influence of connector for fair split: weighted skeleton shown within splittee with dotted lines (fair based on weights at opposite site of splittee) and current connector depicted with short dashed line. A better connector, depicted with the long dashed line (based on the weights of adjacent neighbours at same side of the splittee).
can be used to obtain a simplification of the new boundaries, which does not introduce any topological errors in the planar partition (the new skeleton vertices are only allowed to slide over the unconstrained edges of the triangulation -not introducing any errors). Because the main application of the tGAP data structure is in a web environment, the number of vertices in the output should be kept low.
In rather different contexts, SPLITAREA may be useful as well:
• When matching the boundaries of two cross-border data sets, also known as the edge-matching problem (Beard and Chrisman 1988 , Chrisman 1990 , Ledoux and Arroyo Ohori 2011 , Ohori et al. 2012 , the algorithm could be applied to allow splitting of slivers (overlaps or gaps that exist between the two data sets, cf. Figure 23 ). The metric of fairness we defined then allows to judge how fair the obtained solution is.
• Determine 'safe' path for a robot between hazardous areas, where the robot should stay away from the hazardous areas and not all areas are equally dangerous.
• Determine a 'playground area' when displacing area objects. After having selected a set of area objects, the space between these objects can be divided, weighting the space according to the importance of objects (giving more space to landmark objects for example).
• Reducing the number of tracks in a railway yard by triangulating the space between the track lines. New track lines can be generated more along the hull of the yard for outer two tracks (where weights set to zero), while new lines on the interior of the yard can be generated in between original lines.
Notes
1. Normally, the definition of the skeleton is a thin version of a shape that is equidistant to its boundaries (the so-called topological skeleton). In this paper, we use the term skeleton also for variants that approximate this thin version and is thus not necessarily equidistant to the boundaries (as for our application, an equidistant approximation is not wanted in all cases). 
